Thank you for choosing to share energy through this meetup event!
My Motivation for a “Facets of Joy” meetup:
I host “Facets of Joy” online through which I write inspirational reflections; provide email,
telephone, and Skype clarity sessions; write a weekly subscription “Transformational
Magic” letter. I have created a vibrant online community.
I want to experience the same connection--transparent, refreshing, positive energy,
encouraging--offline, so my purpose is to create that community. This is one step. The
response has been amazing so far.
My reflection to you then is: appreciation for your presence here *and* if you want
something, you always have the option to create it.
Introduction and share: If you share your name, why you chose to participate today,
and the best part of your day.
Conversation on heart space and intent
Ten Minute Energy Session Demonstration
Raffle: As I mentioned, I offer online email clarity sessions and a transformational magic
letter. The winner of the raffle may choose which you would like to receive: a one
month email clarity session, a six month transformational magic letter subscription, or a
one hour energy session. Please sign your name, your email, and which prize you would
like to receive.
Group Photo
Wrap Up: As our feelings surface, we often discard them. Within my personal daily
practices, as my feelings surface I invite them to have space, and I allow them to be. In
such a way, I am not afraid to be delighted/surprised/overjoyed…neither am I afraid to
be in fear or sadness or emotional pain. Over time each feeling has become so familiar
to me, because I allow them to be. And no feeling is right/wrong…difficult/easy…each
feeling is exactly what it is. May you share one word to describe how you feel in this
moment.
Invitation to write in group book

